### State of CT Graduating Students

#### Avon
- Marco Pietro Bernasconi (BS)
- Nicole Marie King (BSENVE)

#### Baltic
- Tessa Deyanira Lickwola (BS)

#### Barkhamsted
- Christopher Nanni (BS)

#### Berlin
- Rebecca Frances Soderburg (BS)  
**Magna Cum Laude**
- Cara Cassady Wade (BS)

#### Bethel
- Nicole Emily Hamilton (MED)

#### Bridgeport
- Dani Jayne Corrigan (BA)
- Rachel O'toole (BS)

#### Brookfield
- Heather Beatrice McLoone (BS)
- Natalie Anne White (BSENSC)  
**Summa Cum Laude**
- Sophia A Zaslow (BS)  
**Summa Cum Laude**

#### Canton
- Owen Arnone (BSCS)

#### Cheshire
- Garrison Robert Gazvoda (BS)
- William Patrick Graikoski (BS)
- Jack Ryan Gribko (BS)
- Sarah Marie Lombardi (BS)  
**Summa Cum Laude**
- Nicholas David Quint (BS)
- Conrad Joseph Reynolds (BS)
- Cameron Neff Simon (BS)

#### Chester
- Corinne Magee (BA)

#### Clinton
- Ryan W Saputo (BA)  
**Summa Cum Laude**

#### Colchester
- Daniela Violeta Albert (MED)
- Katherine Elizabeth Blakley (BA)  
**Magna Cum Laude**

#### Coventry
- Jenna Elizabeth Bohr (BS)  
**Magna Cum Laude**

#### Cromwell
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Cromwell
Kathryn Ann Goldner (BSBE)  Cum Laude

Danbury
Joseph Brian Ledan (BS)

Darien
Sam Hastings Jones (BSCHE)
Charlotte Kendall Stansbury (BA)
David Patrick Volz (BS)

Durham
Victoria E Slight (BA)  Summa Cum Laude

East Windsor
Shannon Elizabeth Dube (BS)  Cum Laude

Fairfield
Kendall Elizabeth Arkay-Leliever (BA)
Michael Thomas Bourque (BA)
Matthew Frederick Coda (BS)
Hartley Brooks Curran (BS)  Cum Laude
Erin Loretta Gorman (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Genevieve Eileen Kimball (BS)
Samuel Lafitte Shepard (BA)

Farmington
Nicholas Charles Vendetti (BA)

Glastonbury
Catherine Wakeham Bronzi (BS)  Cum Laude
Jake Ryan Donahue (BS)
Brandon T Garland (MBA)
Ashley Pineault (BS)  Cum Laude

Greenwich
Angelica Marie Dzurzynski (BS)  Cum Laude
Phoebe Elizabeth Myers (BS)

Guilford
Joel Allan Neleber (BSCS)

Haddam
Veronica Ann Chrzanowski (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Hamden
Jillian Reilly Stickles (BS)  Cum Laude

Hebron
Julianne Marie DeDominicis (BS)

Ivoryton
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Ivoryton
Colin Gregory Sprague (BS)

Ledyard
Madison M Sanborn (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Serbascewicz (BS)  Cum Laude

Madison
Tessa Molloy (BS)  Cum Laude
Caroline Eileen Schreck (BA)  Cum Laude

Manchester
Kella Jean Psillas (BS)  Cum Laude

Mansfield Center
Erica Nicole Oliver (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Marlborough
Maggie Rose Crean (BA)  Magna Cum Laude

Middlefield
Jamie Mae Breton (BS)

Milford
Rebecca Marie Carey (BS)
Haylee Ann Crowle (BS)  Cum Laude
Hailey Catherine McGinnis (BS)
Emily Dorothy Sportini (BS)

Monroe
Leah Taylor Brantley (BA)
Lauren Frances Welch (BS)

Moodus
Madison Elizabeth Cusick-Howat (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Mystic
Brianna Lea Jacobs (BS)

Naugatuck
Maria Anne Frennesson (MED)

New Canaan
Drew T Hickey (BA)  Summa Cum Laude

New Fairfield
Andrew Jonathan Cadmus (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Jenna Nicole d’Arcy (BS)
Perry Joseph Ordway (BS)
Isabella Rose Scofield (BA)
Lauren Ashley Scofield (BS)

New Hartford
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New Hartford
Eric Claman (BS)
Julia G Petrarca (MS)
Morgan Twombly (BS) Cum Laude

Newington
Grace Elizabeth Bielesz (BS) Cum Laude

New Milford
Matthew James Clarke (BS)
Nicole Maria Debeneditis (MED)
Rebecca Anne McGee (BS) Cum Laude
Samuel Alexander Taub (BS)

Newtown
Tristan C Crone (BS)
Hayley Isdale (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Ian Benjamin Klepacki (BS) Cum Laude
Holly Claire Locascio (BS)
Owen Michael Sullivan (BS)

Niantic
Brendan James Deschenes (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Anthony Vincent Lee (BSOE)

North Branford
SiannaMarie Milone (BS)
Matthew R Sibley (BS)
Madison Kathleen Sullivan (BS)

Northfield
Austin Francis Marino (BA)

North Granby
Andrew Kibby (BS)

North Grosvenordale
Joshua Paul Houghton (BS)

Norwalk
Julia Marilyn Ely (BA)
Katherine Fallon (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Shannon McEveney (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Old Greenwich
Harley Anna Guerrieri (BS)

Old Lyme
Maggy Tate Biega (BA)
Ryan Walter Wallace (BS)

Orange
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Orange
Veronica Rose Pisano (BS)       Summa Cum Laude

Oxford
Shannon M Maxey (BS)

Pawcatuck
Owen Donahue (BS)
Andrew Peter Meagher (BS)
Emily Anne Novak (BS)

Plymouth
Andrew Scott Onofrio (BS)

Putnam
Lauren Carita (BS)

Ridgefield
Philip Ryan Sheridan (BA)

Rocky Hill
William Alphonse White (BS)

Roxbury
Haley Lee Smith (BS)

Sandy Hook
Jacob Michael Duffy (BS)
Lauren Elizabeth Keenan (BS)
Hanna Nicole Manca (BS)
Matthew Alexander Sadowski (BS)

Shelton
Katherine Buccigross (BA)

Simsbury
Brendan Robert Gallagher (BA)

Southbury
Hunter David Kilson (BSEE)       Magna Cum Laude

South Glastonbury
Lauren E Flynn (MA)

South Windsor
Sophie E Czapla (BS)

Stafford Spgs
Michael Christopher Libby (BSCIVE)

Stamford
Cara Susan Addison (BS)
Gloria Jean Mattioli (BS)
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Stamford

Stratford
Emilia Kathryn Burton (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Peter Vitale (BA) Cum Laude

Suffield
Dennis Ernesto Charkiewicz (BS)

Thomaston
Hailey Elizabeth Schwartz (BS)

Tolland
Jessica Oswald (MS)

Torrington
Kaylee Lanczycki (MED)

Trumbull
Sydney Kathleen Adams (MS)
Brooke Ellen Bartlett (AAS)
Kiera Megan Cullen (BA)
Megan Gill Switzgable (BA) Summa Cum Laude

Unionville
Avery Dorothea Laberge (BS)

Wallingford
Madison Samantha Roy (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Waterford
Maya Isabella Hallisey Norris (BSCIVE)
Megan Pauline Wyatt (BS)

Watertown
Gabriella Marie Liano (BSEE)

Westbrook
Christine Elizabeth Banks (BS) Summa Cum Laude

West Hartford
Hannah Joan Baxer (BA)
Kylee Martine Colbert (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Grace Tierney Gaucher (BS)
Isabella Marie Livingston (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Emily Jane Szubinski (BS)
Megan Eleanor Tuohy (BA)

West Hartland
Thomas Henry Mierzwa (BSCIVE)

West Haven
Eric Michael Esposito (BS)
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**Weston**
- Haley Brooke Lubliner (BA) **Magna Cum Laude**

**Westport**
- Brooke Julia Adelmann (BS)  
- Christopher Parker Andrews (BS) **Cum Laude**  
- Zachary Simpson Howard (BS)  
- Lily Amanda Kalman (BA) **Cum Laude**  
- William Ivan Rudaz (BS)  
- Ethan Daniel Steuer (BA) **Summa Cum Laude**

**West Simsbury**
- Paul J Ackels (BA)

**West Suffield**
- Courtney Jeanne Daigle (BA) **Magna Cum Laude**

**Woodbridge**
- Jordan Resnik Conn (BS) **Magna Cum Laude**

**Woodstock**
- Haley Francesca Armstrong (BS) **Magna Cum Laude**  
- Brooklynn Love Saracina (MS)